PMG FAST FACTS
We're on a roll now with our 3rd issue of Fast Facts! This issue includes some exciting
news, some great product highlights and much, much more. Read on...and don’t forget
to send in your answer to this issue's trivia question.

PMG ANNOUNCEMENT

Premier Marketing Group, Inc. is pleased to
announce that we are now the sales
representatives for Perlick® Corporation in
Northern California and Northern Nevada.
We are equally pleased that Jeff Smith will bring
along his extensive expertise as part our team,
and will continue to maintain the lead role in
supporting Perlick for PMG.

Check out this new, curved glycol cooled brew
tower installation as part of a new Perlick system
at Robert Irvine’s Public House at the Tropicana
Hotel in Las Vegas. Working on a similar project?
Contact Jeff Smith at Jeff@kitchenreps.com.

FEATURED PRODUCTS
Traulsen Refrigerators and Freezers with Remote Compressor Capability
Take the heat out of the kitchen! Traulsen’s G-Series and R & A Series refrigerators and freezers offer
optional remote compressors to keep your kitchen cool and quiet. Many of the other leading brands
can’t offer this feature. Email us at premiermktg@kitchenreps.com to learn more.

Vulcan Kitchen Guide
Looking for the perfect Fryer, Charbroiler or
Griddle for your customer, but not sure which one
is best for their needs? Then check out this
Vulcan Kitchen Equipment Guide. This handy tool
provides personalized suggestions based on
your answers to a few, simple questions. Try it
out!
Metro MightyLite™ Insulated Pan Carriers

The new MightyLite ML300 and ML400 Pan
Carriers are ultra light – 60% lighter than
traditional molded carriers. They have 4- and 6pan carrier capacity and will keep food at a safe
temperature for 5+ hours. Check them out today!

PMG FAST FIVE
Just a few "small bytes" of information worthy of sharing. Did you know...
1. You can get customized, 3-D Range-lineup drawings from Vulcan? Send your drawing requests
to us at premiermktg@kitchenreps.com.
2. Perlick can dispense almost any drink in a keg - beer, wine, cold brew coffee, and kombucha?
3. The Vulcan VC5G is the only convection oven on the market with removable doors?
4. You can find authorized servicers for each manufacturer on the PMG website?
5. Vulcan has a Blog page - a great resource for foodservice content?
Do you have a Fast Five item that you think others would b enefit from knowing? Send it to us and we
may include it in our next Fast Facts issue.

FAST FACTS TRIVIA
We stumped our readers with last issue’s trivia
question. We asked, “What year did PMG release the
In-Sink-Erator video featuring Woody Clarke?”
The answer: 2006
Think you might have better luck this go around? Be
the first person to send the correct answer to
kristy@kitchenreps.com for a chance to win a special
PMG prize.
Question: There are ____ billion ways to configure the
new line of Perlick refrigerated back bars.
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